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ABSTRACT This article aims to provide a review of music sponsorship to market cigarettes in sub-Saharan Africa. Using analysis of previously secret corporate documents from British American Tobacco (BAT) and focusing on two separate case studies of sponsorship in Africa, Nigeria and South Africa, the paper illustrates how tobacco companies have sought to undermine health legislation from 1990 to 2001. Both case studies suggest that music is an important marketing tool in Africa because it can effectively target young consumers; has a universal appeal; transcends barriers to communication imposed by limited literacy and language barriers; has a long-term appeal and can be successful in undermining tobacco control measures. The case studies highlight the limitations of national regulatory efforts and reinforce the significance of the implementation of the WHO’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control in Africa, a critical region for the convention’s success.

As the global spread of restrictions on tobacco advertising has accelerated, so the need for transnational tobacco corporations (TTCs) to develop alternative means of promoting cigarettes has become more pressing. Among the panoply of mechanisms employed by TTCs, their extensive reliance on sponsorship has acquired such significance for health that it has been plausibly described as the leading vector for the spread of tobacco-caused disease. A vast array of entertainments and organisations have received financial backing from tobacco companies, reflected in the breadth of the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) recent definition of tobacco sponsorship as ‘any form of contribution to any event, activity or individual with the aim, effect or likely effect of promoting a tobacco product or tobacco use either directly or indirectly’. The tobacco industry’s highest profile relationships have been with sports, upon which interest in the health impacts of sponsorship has focused. Other sponsorships merit further analysis, and
their significance may be escalating as sport’s association with tobacco is increasingly unacceptable to many ruling bodies and is circumscribed by advancing legislation.

Investments in popular music offer an attractive alternative sponsorship vehicle for TTCs, and one our examination of industry documents suggests is particularly significant in Africa. Hopes that the continent might avoid a tobacco epidemic on a scale and trajectory comparable to other regions are being jeopardised by the rapid growth of foreign direct investment by TTCs. Philip Morris International (PMI) and Gallaher have both sought to build a substantial presence in South Africa; Imperial Tobacco bought a 75% interest in Tobaccor, sub-Saharan Africa’s second largest cigarette manufacturer; and British American Tobacco’s (BAT) investment in Nigeria represented the country’s largest foreign direct investment (FDI) since its return to civilian rule. Since the capacity of TTCs to increase tobacco consumption in developing countries is partly attributable to the ‘more aggressive advertising and promotion’ associated with their market entry, there is a clear need to address the dearth of studies of tobacco sponsorship and marketing in Africa.

Such analyses are particularly important in supporting the development of effective health policy, not least since the undermining of advertising restrictions is central to the strategic value of tobacco sponsorships. Tobacco industry documents represent an invaluable resource for such research, and BAT’s dominance in sub-Saharan Africa (with a market share of over 90% in 11 countries) makes it the obvious focus of such study. Following an explanation of the broad value of music sponsorship to tobacco companies, this paper examines its specific relevance to Africa by focusing on two key countries for the future of both the continent’s tobacco epidemic and TTC profitability. It offers a detailed analysis of BAT’s music sponsorship strategy in Nigeria, Africa’s most populous country, and then examines how music sponsorship was designed to circumvent stringent legislation in South Africa, the region’s wealthiest country and a global leader in tobacco control.

**Methods**

The paper is based on analysis of tobacco industry documents made publicly available following litigation in the USA. The provenance of tobacco industry documents, their value to public health research and policy, and the distinctive strengths and access problems associated with BAT documents have been previously described. Document research for this paper combined analysis of the two principal locations of BAT documents, incorporating visits to the company’s Guildford depository between April 2004 and April 2005, and online searching of the British American Tobacco Documents Archive (www.bat.library.ucsf.edu). In both cases an iterative search strategy was adopted, with very broad search terms (such as ‘Nigeria’, ‘Music’, ‘West Africa’, ‘NTC’, ‘South Africa’ and ‘sponsorship’) gradually being refined via the use of more specific terms (eg ‘Golden Tones’, ‘Benson
and Hedges Music’ and ‘viral marketing’) and the names of key individuals. Other document collections (www.legacy.library.ucsf; www.tobacco
documents.org) were then searched to explore the wider use of music sponsorship across tobacco companies. Of a total of 849 documents reviewed,
126 documents were identified as relevant to music sponsorship by the tobacco industry in Africa. These documents were triangulated and interpre-
tation of data was corroborated between the authors. Significant sources
of secondary data included academic literature on tobacco marketing,
advertising and sponsorship, and BAT publications, including annual reports
and social reports, industry journals and international and national press. These sources proved vital for gathering information on regulations, and
recent accounts of tobacco industry-sponsored music events in Africa and
elsewhere.

**Tobacco companies and music sponsorship**

The strategic utility of music sponsorship to tobacco companies rests on its combination of wide-ranging, comparatively durable and less heavily
regulated promotional opportunities with a clear capacity to reach key
audiences. This rationale is evident in a BAT positioning paper that prioritised ‘new vehicles for “lifestyle” communication capable of long term exploita-
tion’ in a proposed global advertising campaign for the Benson and
Hedges (B&H) brand. Music was recommended as an appropriate communications vehicle on the basis that it was ‘a flexible living and dynamic
medium’ that could be tailored to brand strategy by ‘targeting the younger
consumers—the key to future growth’. Additional benefits included
targeting specific socioeconomic groups and key markets and enabling ‘exploitation across the complete spectrum of marketing/communication
opportunities’.

A 1991 review of BAT’s international brand sponsorships likewise noted
that, alongside its ‘universal appeal’ and youthful imagery, music creates both ‘opportunities for selling the TMD [Trademark diversification] product’
and ‘the environment for merchandising and promotional activities’. A comparable logic is evident in the ‘Marlboro Rocks’ campaign launched by
PMI in 1993, which recognised music as providing opportunities for bringing the ‘Marlboro brand to life for young adult smokers through the positive and
relevant vehicle of music’.

The multiple genres and fragmented nature of contemporary music greatly
facilitates its capacity to reach specified target groups, evident in the diverse
music promotions undertaken by TTCS. A strategic review for BAT’s ‘555’
brand favoured the use of dance music since ‘it represents the international language of ASU 30 [adult smokers under 30]’. BAT negotiated an exclusive
worldwide deal with the Ministry of Sound (‘recognized around the globe as
the most trendsetting dance music phenomenon’) which promoted international brands in settings as diverse as the UK, China, Taiwan,
Cambodia and South Africa. In the USA, PMI’s Virginia Slims was associated with emerging female artists via the ‘Woman Thing Music
Showcase Tour’, while RJ Reynolds settled a lawsuit brought by three states alleging that its 2004 ‘KOOL Mix’ campaign used hip hop music to target young African Americans.

In emerging markets music can be exploited to address the TTCs’ core strategic need to establish the local desirability of international brands. In Malaysia, jazz music was seen as capable of demonstrating to young adult males that KOOL is the most contemporary and ‘hip’ international brand, representative of a dynamic piece of American culture, while in Hong Kong a PMI-sponsored radio programme played both English and Cantonese language versions of US hit songs as ‘an interesting way to cross the cultural barrier’.

In addition to these broader attractions for TTCs, music sponsorship has been viewed as highly suitable for marketing cigarettes in Africa. In advocating wider use of music as a communication tool in Africa, a BAT document points out the important ability of music to ‘transcend the barriers to communication imposed by limited literacy or language difficulties’. During 2000 BAT’s local sponsorships in Africa included the Rothmans Groove music campaign in Ghana and Nigeria, concerts in South Africa, and jazz promotions in Senegal and Ivory Coast. The most significant such campaign, however, has been BAT’s attempt to deploy music to revitalise the plummeting fortunes of the Benson & Hedges (B&H) brand in Nigeria since the early 1990s. With Africa’s largest population and second largest economy, Nigeria represents a key potential market where BAT’s expected market growth is based on ‘an increased number of young adult potential smokers’. We examine how BAT was able to achieve these marketing objectives via the sponsorship of Golden Tones concerts in Nigeria.

**Golden Tones: revitalising Benson & Hedges in Nigeria**

Having sponsored small regional concert tours by local musicians in the 1980s, BAT began its own music production in 1990 via the Benson & Hedges Music label. In September an album by Mike Okri was backed by an advertising campaign as ‘bringing music to your life’, with consumer testing identifying Okri as ‘a star in the society and he is taking Benson’. Music sponsorship assumed new significance with the launch of the Golden Tones promotions in Nigeria during Easter 1993.

The Golden Tones programme was perceived within BAT as quite different from previous marketing activities. By contrast with conventional event sponsorships, B&H ‘owns the Golden Tones format and the brand is central in all aspects of the activity’. As such, BAT did not associate the concerts with any particular type of music or artist but sought ‘the services of those musicians identified as relevant to individual markets to “front” and play in our Golden Tones concerts’.

The concerts were seen as ‘an important strategy for repositioning and revitalizing the brand’ and a way to ‘extend the Turn to Gold campaign in Nigeria beyond advertising, increase brand awareness and improve [sic]
brand image amongst a key segment of target audience. The campaign incorporated less direct marketing methods than those used in other African markets:

In Nigeria, response to advertising amongst target consumers is now relatively sophisticated. Most display the ability and the inclination to play the advertising game and ... the great majority are able to accept brand oriented advertising.

The Golden Tones programme centred on music concerts, although these formed a relatively small part of overall activities, of which the ‘greater part consists of activity to exploit the Benson and Hedges ownership of the event’. The 1996 ‘Loud in Lagos’ concert, which reportedly attracted over 50,000 people, provides an example of how ‘Golden Tones affords an excellent opportunity to generate media interest before, during and after concerts’. Interest before the concerts was generated using ‘numerous TV and radio spots plus hand bills and posters posted all over Lagos’ and ‘town storming’, entailing teams touring the city ‘in well branded vans, promoting the event and increasing awareness amongst consumers’. The main event was an all night show featuring top Nigerian musicians and served as an opportunity for distribution of branded merchandise and cigarette samples. Media attention was plentiful with live broadcast via radio and television and subsequent transmission of 30-minute highlights on national television. Estimated ratings suggested that ‘1.5 million people watched the live television broadcast while over 4.5 million heard it live on Radio’. Weekly radio and national television programmes were then created to ‘extend the life of Golden Tones and keep it alive until the next phase of concert activity’.

Targeting young smokers

The Golden Tones promotions incorporated a strong emphasis on youth, aiming to ‘increase the appeal of Benson and Hedges to younger smokers’. A draft Golden Tones manual identified ‘music as the medium to achieve this’. The suitability of music for this role in Nigeria had several dimensions, as it:

- transcends the barriers to communication imposed by limited literacy or language difficulties;
- appeals to the 20–25-year-old urban dweller;
- is dynamic, trend-setting in style and has a universal appeal in an ethnically diverse country and region;
- is capable of creating a mood and allowing consumers to participate directly in an expression of the Benson & Hedges world.

In Golden Tones, it was felt that BAT had created a platform capable of attracting a younger consumer base beyond the passage of
anticipated advertising restrictions designed to curb such cigarette marketing goals:

the young adult music platform of the B&H label is exactly the type of image enhancement we need in Nigeria. The potential for music sponsorship activities such as concerts, campus and disco promotions by the TMD B&H label are available to us even when cigarette advertising and promotion are further restricted.56

Anticipating legislation

Following the passage of a decree in 1990 in Nigeria requiring health warnings on advertisements and insertion in cigarette packs,57 BAT focused on revitalising B&H within the context of an assumed increase in regulation. A document outlining promotional concepts for Golden Tones notes the intention 'to use promotional activity to project Golden Tones as a brand, in its own right. So that if restrictions are placed on cigarette brand advertising BAT have a vehicle to overcome this restriction.'58 Further evidence of the role that BAT expected Golden Tones to play, despite restrictions on direct advertising, is described in the Golden Tones manual: 'As traditional communication methods diminish in many markets, Golden Tones becomes an increasingly important element of the Benson & Hedges communication strategy'.59

An undated document describing the way forward for the Golden Tones campaign both in Nigeria and internationally again emphasises the value of the flexibility afforded by music. It claimed that the campaign was equally suited to markets that were ‘growing or declining’, ‘dark or non restrictive’, and that its capacity to evolve over time while retaining its appeal among young smokers meant that ‘Music is FUTURE PROOF’.60

Regional and international strategic value

The B&H brand was key to BAT’s attempts to target ‘Responsible, Optimistic, Confident and Ambitious Adult Smokers under 30’ (ROCASU30) across Southern and Western Africa.61 Internal marketing plans for the company strongly emphasise that, for the company’s future growth in the region:

B&H take the lead as the aspirational brand for ASU30 ... we can then more effectively fight off the anticipated efforts of PMI to penetrate the emerging Premium niche market with Marlboro. There is a clear pre-emptive opportunity for B&H as no competitor has a clear pan-African Premium IB [International brand].62

Golden Tones concerts in Nigeria were subsequently replicated in other developing countries. A ‘Benson & Hedges Golden Tones’ promotional video depicts ‘a sense of excitement and build of activity in Nigeria’ in 1993.63
A year later the brand reportedly enjoyed comparable success in Burma and the Caribbean:

Benson & Hedges enjoys a regional strength in the area around Mandalay. This was reinforced by staging 3 concerts in Mandalay in April, 1994... it proved possible to emulate the success of Golden Tones Nigeria by adopting a similar format. Despite an established and relatively sophisticated music industry in the Caribbean, Golden Tones still excited... interest from young people in the market.  

In the declining market of 1994 South Africa, Golden Tones was part of ‘an intensive promotion programme’ that backed the ‘launch of Benson & Hedges in gold, soft cup packaging’.  

Golden Tones acquired further regional strategic significance with the advent of increased cable and satellite television access in many parts of Africa. A July 1998 memo regarding industry-sponsored events described ‘very visible B&H branding’ and inquired about ‘legislation relating to showing tobacco sponsored events of this nature on satellite television’ in the region. A response noted that there were no restrictions in South Africa, Namibia, Malawi, Ghana and Nigeria, and claimed that ‘it is not possible to restrict events being broadcast on satellite TV’.  

Assessing the impact of Golden Tones in Nigeria  

In Nigeria music is Golden Tones and Golden Tones is Benson & Hedges.  

The Golden Tones promotions sought to ‘form the standard for all new sponsorship initiatives’ and were regarded as well suited to a Nigerian context. Marketing executive Patrick Mulligan described the campaign as ‘potentially the most effective promotional activity ever conducted in Nigeria’.  

In 1994 the brand’s achievement of share and volume growth in Nigeria for the first time in six years was attributable to the introduction of Golden Tones. Readers of the leading magazine in Nigeria, Fame, voted Golden Tones the best concert series for two years in a row, reflecting the media and PR benefit of music sponsorship.  

BAT’s in-house analysis of the impact of these concerts and their associated marketing exercises noted that ‘B&H is the only major cigarette brand associated with the sponsorship of music concerts in Nigeria’. The brand’s image became viewed as ‘slightly less masculine, younger, higher quality, more modern, more formal, more international, slightly milder, more
prestigious, more contemporary and more serious'. Additional in-house evaluations suggested improved spontaneous awareness of the brand, increasing from 65% in 1993 to 73% in 1994, while awareness of tobacco company sponsorship of such events doubled.

The concerts attracted a fairly young audience with one-third aged under 24 years and over 80% under 35 years. Furthermore, 90% of attendees had received free samples of B&H cigarettes and 90% then purchased the brand in the next three months. Merchandising was used to provide a lasting reminder of the Golden Tones event.

In 1999 sample cigarettes were reportedly distributed at a ‘Wild and Wicked’ concert, while Benson & Hedges sponsored a ‘Gold and Tones’ roadshow in Nigeria in 2001. BAT concerts remain prominent within Nigeria and still garner media attention. In 2005 B&H hosted a series of roadshows across Nigeria featuring disc jockeys and various performance artistes as part of its B&H Standard Hallmark campaign. These roadshows have enjoyed favourable press coverage in Nigeria and abroad.

Perhaps the clearest endorsement of the strategic success of the Golden Tones programme is contained within the 1999 brand guidelines for Benson & Hedges. Noting that ‘Golden Tones, when properly exploited, increases the brand’s appeal among ASU 30’, the guidelines offer a strong endorsement for the future use of music in international marketing:

The association of the brand with music through Benson & Hedges Golden Tones has been a key driver for ASU 30 share and success of the overall communication mix in Africa Export. Music will, therefore, remain the main promotional vehicle for the brand. Markets in Africa and the Indian Subcontinent should look into new, innovative ways of making music work to drive ASU 30 share on a regional basis.

The Golden Tones campaign provided a powerful, adaptable and durable promotional vehicle, viewed as capable of effectively marketing BAT products after the implementation of further legislative restrictions. The Nigerian campaign was subsequently developed to market tobacco both regionally and globally. Internal documents also illustrate how, in 1999 in South Africa, the company employed a viral marketing strategy to re-launch the Lucky Strike brand in order to circumvent rigorous tobacco control legislation.

Viral marketing of Lucky Strike in South Africa

The continent’s most impressive tobacco control legislation came into effect in South Africa in April 2001, with prohibitions on advertising and sponsorship that required substantial adaptation in corporate marketing strategy. Music was well established as a core element in marketing BAT brands, including via John Player Special jazz sponsorship, the Benson & Hedges Ministry of Sound Gold Tour, Peter Stuyvesant Music Spectaculars and the Dunhill Symphony of Fire. In anticipating this legislation the need for promotions that could be sustained in a highly restricted
environment gave music a critical role in the re-launch of Lucky Strike from November 1999.

In a national campaign promoted as representing best practice within the BAT corporate group, the Bates/141 advertising agency developed a strategy based on principles of viral marketing (referred to elsewhere as ‘buzz’ or ‘guerrilla’ marketing) ‘in which the consumer is the media and it relies upon the first contact made, passing on their knowledge or interest to their circle of contacts’. Named ‘Incognito’, the campaign was designed to circumvent legislation, incorporating:

remarkably little reliance on mainstream communication tools—an intentional plan as it was known from the outset that the market would go dark soon after launching and that all communication needed to be able to live on beyond the ban.

While driven by advancing regulation, this strategy also reflected an assessment that target consumers in the 18–24 sector were ‘immune to standard media’, and was later described as well-suited ‘to young consumers who are desensitised to brand advertising and are extremely cynical about it’.

The campaign relied on building close relationships with potential consumers via the recruitment of ‘Brand Amplifiers’. In contrast to traditional sampling—‘hit and run promotions’ using ‘pretty girls in tight “T” shirts handing out cigarettes’—amplifiers would be recruited from among focus consumers and should become ‘the personification of the specific brand’. For Lucky Strike amplifiers were chosen ‘for their fit with the prime prospect’ and were ‘encouraged to “live” the brand lifestyle’, charged with building relationships with owners and staff of key promotional venues as well as with targeted consumers. Amplifiers were provided with ‘VW bugs with subtle branding’ to drive and with ‘data capture cards to collect consumer information’.

The re-launch of Lucky Strike was based on a total of 12 comparatively small events across South Africa’s three key cities, Johannesburg, Cape Town and Durban. Personal invitations were given by amplifiers to targeted consumers in a manner that withheld overt information about both the nature of the event and the brand behind it, seeking to ‘reward discovery, reward interest’. Intrigue was generated via unbranded posters and the deliberate leaking of rumours to selected individuals, with numbers at the events ‘restricted in order to maintain the increased desirability of “being there”’. The events culminated in performances by internationally famous musicians popular with young South Africans but who had not yet ‘become so large on the world scale that they were too expensive’. The DJ Paul Oakenfold, described as usually playing to huge club audiences around the world, performed in a Cape Town venue that held only 400 people, the band Violent Femmes played in an abandoned warehouse, while an audience of 900 were surprised by a performance by Bush, ‘a cult band in South Africa’.
The strategy was based on the belief that effectively targeting small numbers of ‘trend setters’ among the young could result in broader gains in the wider population. With amplifiers serving as ‘trend co-ordinators’, substantial gains could be made since ‘the mainstream follows the trend setters and this is where volume sales are effected’. The Incognito campaign appears to have successfully demonstrated the commercial potential of such an approach. Although only 8600 people attended the events, a website containing sound bytes, music and images received ‘1 000 000 hits in the space of one month’, with visitors downloading ‘up to 3 gigs of files per hour’ and most of the downloaded material being forwarded to friends:

By being very selective about who actually goes to the events, you can create far greater consumer influence[e] than simply by having a large number of people at an event. The use of amplifiers was seen as enhancing both the desirability of an event and subsequent word of mouth, with publicity being ‘spread by the most powerful media of all—friends and peers’.

Discussion

Music is a powerful medium by which tobacco companies target youth in Nigeria, South Africa and internationally, one which poses substantial challenges to the effective development of regulation across national and global levels. It is worth noting that the Incognito campaign was conducted contemporaneously with the development of the cross-industry International Tobacco Products Marketing Standards, a core element of the corporate social responsibility (CSR) campaigns adopted by BAT and other tobacco companies, which such signatories acknowledge ‘should be observed in both their letter and their intent’. The standards’ professed commitment not to link celebrities with advertising does not fit well with the use of renowned musicians in the South Africa campaign, while the pledge that smoking will not be promoted as enhancing ‘popularity, professional success, or sexual success’ is hard to reconcile with the role of brand amplifiers described above. Such juxtapositions reaffirm the general inadequacy of industry self-regulation for tobacco control and highlight the cynicism and insufficiency of current CSR initiatives within the tobacco industry.

To strengthen the development of national regulation, the WHO Framework Convention for Tobacco Control (FCTC) provides a unique global and regional framework. Africa is crucial to the success of the FCTC, being the only region in the world where the development of a tobacco epidemic can be prevented. Given both the recent escalating investments by tobacco companies in the continent and the rising consumption of tobacco, especially among the youth, the urgent ratification and full implementation of the FCTC is essential in all African countries.

While both Nigeria and South Africa ratified the treaty in 2005, it is important to note that the FCTC is still in its infancy and lacks clear
enforcement mechanisms. At the first Conference of the Parties in February 2006 working groups were created to begin the development of two protocols, legally binding instruments to tackle illicit trade in tobacco and cross-border advertising. The documents discussed above illustrate the scale of the challenge confronting those drafting these protocols, with music sponsorship demonstrating a capacity to undermine even world-leading legislation such as that adopted in South Africa. The tobacco industry’s consistent ability to adapt its promotional strategies to undermine the intent of health legislation suggests that regulations should be framed so as to explicitly identify what is permitted rather than that which is precluded. The significant achievements of the FCTC process to date have been hugely dependent on the political leadership collectively provided by African states, a commitment that will need to be sustained if the global potential of the FCTC is to be realised and the acceleration of Africa’s tobacco epidemic prevented.
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